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New experiments have been conducted on DIII-D to improve the physics understanding of 

plasma initiation assisted by Electron Cyclotron (EC) X2 wave injection, allowing better 

extrapolation to ITER. EC can assist plasma initiation by providing additional heating during 

the burn-through phase, and also by pre-ionizing the pre-fill gas (pre-plasma) prior to the 

application of loop voltage (Vloop) [1, 2]. The first mechanism is well understood and already 

modelled [3], but the latter is achieved only experimentally and how these results extrapolate 

to ITER is not yet clear. To make progress, better understanding of the pre-plasma formation 

mechanism, and its effect on the subsequent Vloop-induced plasma initiation process is required. 

 On DIII-D, this has been achieved by applying an EC pulse in the period prior to the Vloop 

application, with the end of the pulse corresponding to the onset of Vloop. An advantage of DIII-

D for this type of work is the availability of several important diagnostic signals in the very 

short plasma initiation phases. For this study, pre-plasma formation was characterized in terms 

of the maximum density and temperature attained prior to Vloop application. Parametric scans 

were performed to study the influence of the EC injected power, EC injection angle, and pre-

fill gas pressure on the pre-plasma creation process.  

 Analysis of the data reveals that the maximum pre-plasma density scales with EC injected 

power and depends on the EC injection angle. A significantly higher pre-plasma temperature 

was observed for radial compared to tangential EC injection, but concomitant heating of the 

vessel wall also introduces impurities which can prevent burn-through. Fast visible camera data 

shows that the pre-ionization process occurs close to the EC X2-resonance layer and then 

gradually expands towards the low field side, independent of the EC injection angle.  

 The experiments also demonstrate that pre-plasma formation affects the subsequent Vloop-

induced plasma initiation process and can increase the chances of successful burn-through at 

relatively low values of toroidal electric field (~0.4 V/m).  This particular aspect of the data is 

being modelled with the DYON code [3], providing an important benchmark of a tool being 

used to predict the requirements for successful plasma initiation in ITER.  
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